How do you determine the choice of needle and pigment?
For eyeliners, you can use 3, 5, 7, 9 or even an 11-point
needle. However, this depends on the thickness and location of
the eyeliner. For a under eyeliner, use a thinner needle than a
design eyeliner above. The quality of the skin also plays a big
role in this. By choice of needle and pigment choice you can
create different end results.
If you know what the customer wants, you can investigate
whether your customer's wishes are technically possible.
• Is the skin thin and red veined or a bit thicker and less veined?
• Is she young or 2/3 generation?
• Is the skin sagging or firm?
• Does the skin have a lot of wrinkles or just smooth?
• Does she have huge overhanging eyelids or just a little?
• Does she want to do an eyelid correction soon or in the
future?

These are very important questions that you can ask yourself
and the customer to find out what you can advise as a
specialist. Not everything is possible what your customer wants
and you as a specialist can communicate that clearly, to avoid
disappointment afterwards.
How do you start pigmenting?
I recommend starting from the outside of the eyeliner above.
Always start with the outer line of the eyeliner so that the
thickness of the eyeliner is fixed. Make sure the outline of the
"wing" is in it. Then you can fill the eyeliner with a 2-way
striping, clouds and/or zigzag. Always pigment the eyeliner all
the way up to the eyelash implant, and against the wet line of
the eye line. To determine if you have enough pigment applied,
wipe away the excess pigment with a wet cotton pad. If you still
discover places that are not completely filled, go over them
only. If you go over the whole eyeliner again, and also about the
spots that are already well filled, then you can create trauma to
the skin. You will do more damage than good. More crusting
occurs and therefore more repels of pigment. This way you get
light spots in the line as a result.

The Wing
Once you've pre-drawn, it's important that this line is in good.
From the outer corner, you pull the line up to the tip at an angle.
From the tip you move towards the inner corner of the eye in a
1-Way striping. Do not press the needle into the skin with full
force, because this will cause a thicker flow. Slowly allow the
needle to flow in a smooth motion.

2-Way Striping:
In this way, you pigment a stripe from left to right, or from front
to back and vice versa. The length of the striping is at most 2 to
3 mm. During this striping method, the needle does not extend
the skin.

1-Way Striping:
In a smooth movement, you pigment a dash to one direction.
That's allowed to go forward or backward, away from you or
towards you. So then you go out of the skin with the needle.
The length of the striping is at most 2 to 3mm.

2-Way striping & 1-Way striping combination
By combining the 2 techniques, you can make beautiful thin
flared lines. For example, with the under eyeliner, you want to
work out the line to the inner corner of the eye extra thinly,
making it look like a "polish line" once it has healed. The same
applies to the effect of the upper eyeliner in the inner corner of
the eye.

Zigzag
With this technique you can thicken the eyeliner or fill
something. In the picture, I show the movement. You're
supposed to zigzag nicely close together. You're going to stay
in the skin with the needle. The length of the zigzag is no more
than 3 mm. Finish a piece completely, clean it up and then
continue with the next piece. This way, the line is already in
there, before the skin starts to swell.

Dot technique
By putting all dots with a finer needle for example a 5- or 7point needle "liner", you get a softer look. I'm not much in favor
of using a 1-point needle, because it soon goes a little deeper
into the skin. Especially at the eyelid, there is a chance of
runouts. Poking a little too deep is asking for trouble. A larger
needle grouping gives more resistance to the skin, so you can't
go too deep quickly. You also create a softer look.

Cloud technique
The word says it all, making clouds. The movement is to make
rounds where the needle stays in the skin. Work in short pieces,
keeping you in control of the finished spots. This technique is
really for filling or coloring the wider eyeliner.

DISCLAIMER
• For completeness, I include the complete disclaimer in this workbook, as you can also read
it on the website of the masterclass. I assume that you, as a participant, will use the
content of this course for your personal development.
• The copyright © of the workbooks associated with this masterclass has been recorded by
Angelica de Brouwer. It is not allowed to distribute the content of this workbook and
videos and audio files in a way that you can understand with common sense that is not
allowed. Unwanted dissemination in any way will have legal consequences. As a
participant of this course, you automatically agree that any violation of this course will
result in a direct claimable fine of at least 10,000 euros per violation, plus
reimbursement of all legal costs and an additional claim for damages. If in doubt do
not do or by e-mail ask permission via: info@teamestetica.nl. It is allowed to quote
short text fragments and one-liners on social media stating 'source: Angelica de
Brouwer or Team Estetica'.’.
• Every action you take in response to this masterclass is your own responsibility. Angelica
de Brouwer/Team Estetica cannot be held accountable for consequences and results.
• My programs are meant to help you develop yourself in the field of permanent makeup. I
can't give you any guarantees about the results. What you do with the knowledge I
offer is entirely up to you. I only want and can help you by sharing my knowledge,
experiences and strategies.
• All products and services I offer have been developed by me for educational purposes. I do
not offer financial, legal, medical or tax advice. Making decisions based on the
programmes, products, events, services and websites I have presented is voluntary and
under the full responsibility of the participant (you). I advise you to contact your
doctor, accountant, lawyer or professional advisor before taking any major actions or
performing actions that may have consequences in any form. In no way can I
(Angelica de Brouwer) be held accountable for your decisions, actions and results at
any time and under all circumstances.
• Thank you for reading these lowercase letters. The above story is all standard legal stuff,
but I'd like to have it clearly communicated with you.

